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FILTERS FOR BME CLEARING PROTECTION 
 
It is defined in this Circular a maximum volume (number of contracts) applied to all types of 
orders including quote orders introduced in each of the product families. 
 
At the same time, a maximum volume by default is also defined as the maximum volume 
that can be sent in an order in case the Member has not established any volume filter.  
 
1. Volume Filter: 
 
The following table details the Volume Filters set by BME CLEARING:  
 

 
Maximum 
by default 

Maximum  

IBEX 35 Futures 5 50 

Mini IBEX Futures 30 200 

Micro IBEX Futures 300 2,000 

Stock Futures 100 500 

IBEX 35 Sectorial Futures 50 1,000 

Impact DIV Futures 200 500 

Stock Dividend Futures 500 1,000 

Stock Dividend Futures Plus 20 40 

Bono 10 Futures 50 100 

IBEX 35 Options 100 1,000 

Stock Options 250 5,000 

IBEX 35 Time Spread 100 1,000 

Mini IBEX 35 Time Spread 100 500 

Stock Futures Time Spread 10,000 20,000 

Impact DIV Time Spread 200 2.000 

IBEX 35 Sectorial Time Spread 200 5,000 

Bono 10 Time Spread 50 500 

xRolling FX 10 100 
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If a member or his Clearing Member do not establish volume filters, the maximum number 
of contracts that will be allowed by order shall be as shown in the above table as Maximum 
by default. 
 
Clearing Members may allocate Members who they clear more restrictive values, being 
these applied.  
 
Both Non Clearing Members and Clearing Members may provide intermediate values 
between the maximum by default and the maximum, being these the prevailing ones. 
 
If the Clearing Member establishes a filter above the Maximum Volume defined in the 
S/MART System (above table), the latter would be the one prevailing. 
 
a) Any Member may assign more restrictive values as those defined by the Clearing 

Member or the default set in this Circular. 
 
The volume of the above table may be lower for those Clearing Members who fulfil the 
following requirement:  
 
The 25% of the Intra-day Risk Limit, calculated according to the BME CLEARING circular 
C-GEN-15/11 Intra-day Risk Limit or the one replacing it, is less than the Position Margin 
required multiplied by the number of contracts corresponding with the maximum volume. 
 
The Clearing Member maximum volume shall be calculated as follows (rounding the final 
amount to multiples of 5 contracts): 
 
 

 25% of the Intra-day Risk Limit of the Member  
 (As established in the corresponding Circular) 
 ______________________________________________    =    Clearing Member Maximum Volume  
 Position Margin for 1 contract    

 
b) If any Clearing Member considers that the particular maximum volume limit for a 

product family is insufficient and wishes to permanently increase it, they may increase 
it until the generic maximum volume (above table) depositing margins that increase 
their Intra-day Risk Limit. 
 

For the xRolling Stocks contracts, the Liquidity Provider will define for each Requesting 
Party the maximum cash for the bid and ask. 
 
2. Filter for HFT’s Clearing members: Intraday Future Trading Limit (IFTL) or 

Position Maximum Variation: 
 
S/MART System offers HFT’s Clearing Members the possibility of setting a maximum open 
position. It is defined only for IBEX 35 futures contracts, without differentiating between 
maturities of each contract. Therefore Time Spread orders do not count.  
 
The IFTL filter monitors maximum open position that a Clearing Member has admitted to 
their Members (only those designated as High Frequency Traders). 
 
This filter counts simultaneously two possible open positions, one long and one short, 
considering each, the current position and market pending orders of a particular holder of 
the Member (HFT). In both values, there are computed together IBEX Plus Futures and 
IBEX Mini in IBEX Mini units (1 IBEX Plus = 10 IBEX Mini). 
 
In the case that the resulting values exceed the IFTL filter; the system will reject the entry of 
orders by the holder of the Member (HFT). 
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The filter also allows setting the starting position. By default, the starting position at the 
beginning of the session is zero. 
 
The intraday variations will only take into account trades resulting from orders, including 
quote orders (not cross trades) sent through the trading system. 
 
 
ERRONEOUS TRANSACTIONS IN FUTURES AND OPTIONS 
 
According to Circular C-EX-DF-08/2015 Filters and treatment of erroneous entries, if MEFF 
had to correct any entry, a trade type “X” would be introduced performing the contrarious 
trade to the market original one, and to every BME CLEARING generated trade due to 
transfers, breakdowns and give-outs. 
 
In the corresponding cases and under MEFF decision, a new trade will be entered with the 
same sign and volume equal to the erroneous trade, and with the replacement price 
defined by MEFF Supervision. This entry will be performed with a trade type W. All the 
entries with correcting purposes will have the day of the events as value date. 
 
In the case of xRolling Stocks contracts, corrections may be made either with trade type 4 
or 6 or with the specific trades 8 or 9, depending on MEFF`s Supervision criteria. 
 
 
 


